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Abstract
Quality-of-service (QoS) requirements for the timely delivery of real-time multimedia
raise new challenges for the networking world. A key component of QoS is QoS rout-
ing which allows the selection of network routes with sufficient resources for requested
QoS parameters. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to compute QoS
routes, most of which require dynamic update of link-state information across the Inter-
net. Given the growing size of the Internet, it is becoming increasingly difficult to gather
up-to-date state information in a dynamic environment. We propose a new technique to
compute QoS routes on the Internet in a fast and efficient manner without any need for
dynamic updates. Our method, known as Selective Flooding, checks the state of the links
on a set of pre-computed routes from the source to the destination in parallel and based on
this information computes the best route and then reserves resources. We implemented
Selective Flooding on a QoS routing simulator and evaluated the performance of Selec-
tive Flooding compared to source routing for a variety of network parameters. We find
Selective Flooding consistently outperforms source routing in terms of call-blocking rate
and outperforms source routing in terms of network overhead for some network condi-
tions. The contributions of this thesis include the design of a new QoS routing algorithm,
Selective Flooding, extensive evaluation of Selective Flooding under a variety of network
conditions and a working simulation model for future research.
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The notion of Quality-of-Service (QoS) has been proposed to capture the qualitatively or
quantitatively defined performance contract between a service provider and user appli-
cations [7]. Multimedia and real-time applications have stringent bandwidth and timing
requirements. With advances in the field of high-speed networks it is now becoming in-
creasingly realistic to expect reasonable performace from such applications. However
work still needs to be done in terms of providing guaranteed levels of service to applica-
tions. This chapter introduces the idea of Quality-of-Service Routing.
Today’s Internet is mainly a connectionless, best-effort network. Data packets from
the same application can take different paths to the destination. Further, packets can be
lost, duplicated or arrive out of order. Network resources (switches, buffers etc.) are
shared uniformly amongst various applications. This infrastructure works fine for con-
ventional text-based applications. However, it does not meet the requirements of inte-
grated service networks (existing ISDN and B-ISDN networks and future ISPN networks
[20]). Specifically it does not provide Resource Reservation, which is vital for guaranteed
end-to-end performance.
It is therefore predicted that the next generation of the Internet will be connection ori-
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ented [10]. This means that for every flow, there would be a fixed network path consisting
of switches and links. Routing in this context is the problem of finding the network path
for connection establishment. QoS routing can be defined as finding a network path that
will satisfy application performance requirements by selecting paths based on connection
traffic parameters and available link capacity.
1.1 QOS-Sensitive Network Services
There has been a general move towards QoS-sensitive network services. In order to sup-
port the QoS demands of applications, both the ATM and the IP community have defined
service classes that provided per-flow guarantees to applications. At the network layer
(layer 3) resource reservation can be done using Diff-serv [5] or Multi Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) [1]. The Routing protocol typically used for this is an extension to
OSPF called QOSPF [28]. Applications at this level are classified as best-effort, rate-
sensitive or delay sensitive and routed appropriately. At the data-link layer (layer 2) we
have ATM which uses a hierarchical routing protocol (PNNI [12]). Virtual Channels are
used to reserve resources from the source to the destination. The QoS metrics used are
maxCTD (maximum Cell Transfer Delay), peak-to-peakCDV (Cell Delay Variation) and
CLR (Cell Loss Ratio).
Applications can typically specify their QoS requirements as a set of constraints.
These could be either link constraints or path constraints. Link constraints specify a
restriction on the use of individual links in building a path. For example, a bandwidth
constraint of a unicast connection1 could require that links composing the path have cer-
tain amount of free bandwidth available. A path constraint, on the other hand, specifies a
requirement on the entire path. For example, a delay constraint of a multicast connection
1The terms call, connection and request are used interchangeably.
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may require that the longest end-to-end delay from the sender to any receiver not exceed
an upper bound. The basic function of QoS routing is to find a feasible path (a path that
has sufficient residual resources to satisfy the QoS constraints of a connection). Addition-
ally, we would like to find the optimal (least cost) path among all feasible paths, in order
to improve total network utilization.
1.2 Additional Components of a QoS Network
There are other parts to a QoS-sensitive network besides QoS routing. This section dis-
cusses the interactions of QoS routing with these parts.
Resource Reservation: Routing and reservation are closely related network compo-
nents. In order to provide guaranteed services resources need to be reserved for every
accepted connection. ATM does this through Virtual channels. For every call it reserves
a virtual channel over all links on the route from the source to the destination. RSVP
can be used to do reservation at the IP layer[6]. MPLS and Diff-serv are other emerging
techniques to reserve resources in intermediate resources for different flows or classes of
service.
Admission Control: Given the limited network resources, it is not possible to provide
QoS to every requesting connection. Therefore, we need some sort of admission control,
which will accept a call only if the network can support that call at that instance. For
every QoS request, we try to reserve the necessary network resources. If we succeed the
call is accepted, otherwise it is refused.
QoS negotiation: A QoS routing algorithm may fail to find a path for a prticular
request. In such cases it can either reject the call or negotiate by returning back the best
that can be supported. If this negotiation is successful then the path can be used right
away.
3
1.3 Issues with QoS Routing
Although conceptually simple, QoS routing suffers from various problems such as diverse
QoS specifications, dynamically changing network state and the need to coexist with best-
effort traffic [7]. Each one of these is discussed in detail below.
Different distributed applications such as teleconferences, video on demand, Internet
phone and Web-based games have different QoS requirements. Applications can specify
different QoS constraints such as delay, jitter (variation in delay), bandwidth, loss ratio,
etc. It is also possible that they place a constraint on the cost they can afford to get a QoS
path. Multiple constraint further complicates the problem. For example, finding a path
with two independent path constraints is an NP complete problem.
Future networks are likely to carry both QoS traffic and best-effort traffic. This makes
the issue of optimization complicated. This is mainly because their distributions and per-
formance metrics are different. Although QoS traffic will not be affected, due to resource
reservation, the throughput of best-effort traffic will suffer if the overall traffic distribu-
tion is misjudged. Meeting the QoS requirements of each individual call and reducing the
call blocking rate are important metrics for QoS while fairness, overall throughput and
average response time are important metrics for best-effort routing. Various techniques
have been suggested to integrate QoS with best-effort traffic [21].
In order to compute a QoS route we need accurate information of the network state.
This information consists of the network topology and the link-state information (avail-
able bandwidth, delay through the link, etc) on each link of the network. There are dif-
ferent routing strategies (described in Chapter 2) depending on where this information is
stored and how it is parsed. Various metrics are used to evaluate and compare different
routing algorithms. Primary among them are:
  Call-blocking rate: This refers to the percentage of calls blocked or the percentage
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of calls that were not admitted into the system. Typically for a given topology and
a given traffic pattern, there is a minimum Call-blocking rate. The network cannot
accept any more calls because it actually does not have the resources requested by
the call at that time. Any routing algorithm should try to have a call-blocking rate
as near to this minimum as possible.
  Network Overhead: This refers to the overhead incurred by the network due to
routing. This can be further divided into the bandwidth used for communication by
the routing algorithm and the computational load on the routers due to the routing
algorithm.
  Call Setup Time: This is the time from when the source receives a QoS requst to
the time the actual connection to the destination is established.
  Source Computation Cost: This refers to the computation cost at the source router
which receives the original QoS request.
  Scalability: This refers to how the routing algorithm will perform as the size of the
network increases.
Using accurate network information helps in getting a reduced call-blocking rate. This
information is difficult to obtain as the network state continuously changes due to load
fluctuations. Further, there is a network overhead involved in maintaining this informa-
tion. Transmitting link-state information (as is done in source routing) to every other node
at regular intervals consumes network bandwidth. Every router also has a computation
overhead, as it needs to update its routing tables. On the other hand, using stale network
information to compute QoS paths can seriously degrade the performance of the system
and increase the call-blocking rate, since the information which is being used to make the
routing decision could be potentially different from the actual network state. Thus, we
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have a tradeoff between the call-blocking rate achieved and the network overhead caused
by routing. Also, as the network size grows the cost of keeping accurate link-state in-
formation for the whole network grows exponentially. Thus scalability is a problem with
most QoS routing algorithms.
This thesis proposes a new QoS routing algorithm, Selective Flooding. Briefly the way
Selective Flooding works is as follows: every source has a static image of the topology,
consisting of a graph of the nodes and the connections between them. Based on this graph
multiple routes from the source to every destination are computed and stored. No link
state information is updated. Whenever a QoS request arrives, control packets are flooded
through these precomputed routes. These control packets collect QoS information on their
way. Based on this information the best path is computed at the destination. Resources
are then reserved along this path.
We expect Selective Flooding to perform close to optimum in terms of call-blocking
rate as it uses the most recent link-state information to route the connection requests. Fur-
ther, since no link-state update is performed, the network overhead should also be reduced
versus source routing. In this thesis, we simulate the Selective Flooding algorithm and
evaluate its performance compared to source routing.
The rest of this thesis report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss various
proposed routing strategies. In Chapter 3, we describe in detail the design of the Selec-
tive Flooding routing algorithm. Chapter 4 describes the set-up we use to simulate and
evaluate Selective Flooding. Chapter 5 presents results from our experiments. Finally in




The goals of QoS routing as discussed in the previous chapter are (1) satisfying the QoS
requirements for every admitted connection and (2) achieving global efficiency in network
utilization.
Routing involves two basic steps: (1) collecting the latest state information at every
node on the network, and (2) searching the state information for a feasible path. In order
to find an optimal path which satisfies the constraints, the state information about the
intermediate links between the source and the destination(s) must be known. The search
for feasible paths greatly depends on how the state information is collected and where this
information is stored. There are three routing strategies, classified according to where the
state information is maintained and how the search of feasible paths is carried out. These
are source routing, distributed routing and hierarchical routing.
In source routing, each node maintains the complete global state, including the net-
work topology and the state information of every link. Based on the global state, a feasible
path is locally computed at the source node. A control message is then sent out along the
selected path to inform the intermediate nodes of their precedent and successive nodes. A
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link-state protocol (such as QoS extensions to OSPF [28, 14]) is used to update the global
state at every node.
In distributed routing, the path is computed by a distributed computation during which
control messages are exchanged among the nodes and the state information kept at each
node is collectively used for the path search. Most distributed routing algorithms need a
distance vector protocol to maintain a global state in the form of distance vectors at every
node. Based on the distance vectors, the routing is done on a hop-by-hop basis.
In hierarchical routing, nodes are clustered into groups, which are recursively clus-
tered into higher level groups, creating a multi-level hierarchy. Each physical node main-
tains an aggregated global state, which contains the detailed state information about the
nodes in the same group and the aggregated state information about the other groups.
Source routing is used to find a feasible path on which some nodes are logical nodes
representing groups. A control message is then sent along this path to establish the con-
nection. When the border node of a group represented by a logical node receives the
message, it uses source routing to expand the path through the group.
In the next few sections each one of these routing strategies is discussed in detail with
specific examples of routing algorithms.
2.1 Source Routing
Source routing achieves its simplicity by transforming a distributed problem into a cen-
tralized one. By maintaining a complete global state, the source node calculates the
entire path locally. It avoids dealing with the distributed computing problems such as
distributed state snapshot, deadlock detection and resolution, and distributed termination
problem. Source algorithms are conceptually simple and easy to implement, evaluate,
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debug and upgrade. In addition, it is much easier to design centralized heuristics for some
NP-complete routing problems than to design distributed ones.
Source routing has several problems [7]. First, the global network state maintained
at every node has to be updated frequently enough to cope with the dynamics of net-
work parameters such as bandwidth and delay. Second, the link state algorithm can only
provide approximate global state due to non-negligible propagation delay of state mes-
sages. This imprecision can cause QoS routing to fail. [26] discuss in detail the effects
of stale link-state information and random fluctuations in traffic load on the routing and
signalling overheads of source routing. Third, the computation overhead at the source is
excessively high, more so for multicast or multi-constraint routing. In summary, source
routing suffers from scalability problems.
Various algorithms have been proposed for both unicast and multicast source routing.
All of them require a global state to be maintained at every node. Most algorithms for
unicast source routing transform the routing problem to a shortest path problem and then
solve it by Djikstra’s or Bellman-Ford algorithm.The most popular among source rout-
ing alogorithms is the proposed QoS extensions to the OSPF known as QOSPF [28, 14].
QOSPF includes an “explicit routing” mechanism for source-directed routing. However
as with other Source routing protocols, QOSPF imposes a significant bandwidth and pro-
cessing load on the network, since each switch must maintain its own view of the available
link resources, distribute link-state information to other switches, and finally compute and
establish routes for every connection.
The source routing algorithm is typically executed at connection arrival on a per-
connection basis, increasing the runtime computation overhead. [25] study path precom-
putation and caching and suggest the following techniques to improve the efficiency of
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source routing:
  Coarse-grain link costs: Path selection is based on link-cost metrics, which are a
function of link-state information. Limiting link costs to a small number of values
reduces the computational complexity of the path selection algorithm. Coarse grain
link costs do not significantly degrade performance, and increase the likelihood of
having more than one minimum cost route to a destination.
  Precomputation of minimum-cost graph: Each switch or router precomputes a com-
pact data structure that stores all minimum cost routes to each destination. Instead
of storing the precomputed paths in a cache, route extraction is postponed until
connection arrival.
  Route extraction with feasibility check: As part of route extraction, the source
checks the feasibility of each link, based on the most recent link state information
and the bandwidth requirement of the new connection. The first route that satisfies
the common case is extracted.
  Reranking of multiple routes: As part of route extraction, the source can rerank the
links to improve the path selection process for the next connection. This provides a
simple framework for a number of alternate routing policies.
These mechanisms enable a wider range of policies for when to compute new routes, how
many candidate routes to try for a new connection, and how often to update link-state
information, thus causing a significant reduction of processing overhead and set-up delay,
in comparision to traditional on-demand source routing algorithms.
As with Source Routing, Selective Flooding computes the entire path to the destina-
tion at the source itself. However Selective Flooding does not need any link-state infor-
mation propogation. Since we use the most-recent link-state information, we hope to do
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better than Source-Routing in terms of call-blocking rate, as in our case calls will not be
refused due to stale link-state information. It should be noted that Selective Flooding has
a per-call network routing overhead while Source Routing typically has network overhead
once every link-state update period. While [25] do path precomputation based on link-
state information, we do path precomputation based totally on the topology information.
Further they precompute just one feasible path from the source to the destination while we
precompute multiple possible paths to the destination. In Chapter 4 we compare Selective
Flooding to a source routing algorithm, measuring the call-blocking rate and the network
cost.
2.2 Distributed Routing
In the case of Distributed Routing, the path computation is distributed among the interme-
diate nodes between the source and the destination. Hence, the routing response time can
be made shorter and the algorithm more scalable. Typically a Distance Vector protocol
is used for routing. Here, through continuous state updates, each node knows for every
destination the next hop on the best path. Also, searching multiple paths in parallel for a
feasible path is made possible, which increases the chance of success. Most distributed
routing algorithms require each node to maintain a global network state, based on which
the routing decision is made on a hop-by-hop basis. Flooding algorithms, on the other
hand, do not require any global state to be maintained.
Distributed algorithms that depend on the global state have similar problems to that of
source routing algorithms. In addition they also need to address distributed computation
problems such as distributed state snapshot, deadlock detection and resolution, and the
distributed termination problem. Inconsistent global states at different nodes can cause
loops to occur. It is also difficult to come up with efficient heuristics for NP-complete
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routing problems.
Different distributed techniques have been presented in the literature. Kweon and
Shin [17] suggest a technique of bounded flooding where routing messages are flooded
into the network for a certain hop count in all directions. No global state is required to
be maintained at any node. However, it is possible that with certain sets of constraints,
the hop count might not include the optimal path in the search space. A flooding-based
routing techinique was proposed by Hou [15] for routing in ATM networks. Another
algorithm which uses flooding was proposed by Chen and Nahrstedt [8]. They suggest
a distributed routing framework based on selective probing. Unlike in [17] probes are
forwarded only to a subset of outgoing links selected based on the topological distances
to the destination. Further the probes proceed only when the nodes and the links on the
way have sufficient resources. This reduces the overhead as compared to [17]
Some algorithms couple routing with reservation. Cidon et al [9] propose reserving
resources in parallel along multiple routes. Here every node still maintain a picture of the
whole topology and the status on every link, and for every connection request, multiple
paths are tried in parallel. Along each path resources are reserved for the connection re-
quest. After the best route is selected resources previously reserved along other routes are
released. Reserving resources on multiple paths makes routing more resilient to changes
in the network state. But it also increases the call-blocking ratio as connections might be
denied requested paths even though the network can actually support their requirements.
[9] improves its performance by continuing its reservation on a path only if the path can
support the QoS requested.
Selective Flooding is essentially a distributed routing algorithm. Unlike other dis-
tributed algorithms though, we precompute at the source itself a list of possible paths to
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the destination and then flood only along these routes. Current link-state information of
the path to the destination is collected in a distributed fashion. Selective Flooding has
much less overhead than other flooding algorithms as we flood only over links which
definitely lie on a path to the destination.
2.3 Hierarchical Routing
Hierarchical Routing helps in overcoming the scalability problem which source routing
faces. This is because each node only maintains a partial global state where groups of
nodes are aggregated into logical nodes. The size of such an aggregated state is loga-
rithmic in the size of the complete global state. The source routing algorithms are then
directly used at each level to find feasible paths based on the aggregated states maintained
at nodes. Thus hierarchical routing retains most of the advantages of source routing. It
has also some advantages of distributed routing because many nodes share the routing
computation.
However aggregation of nodes introduces further imprecision in the link state infor-
mation. Also when multiple QoS constraints are involved, different paths may exist within
each logical node to optimize different constraints. There may not exist a path with the
best properties for all constraints. How to aggregate such information is still an open
problem.
There has been work done on how to scale Source Routing algorithms by considering
a hierarchical architecture [2, 3, 4]. At the data link layer, the PNNI(Private Network-
Network Interface) [12] standard for routing in ATM networks is hierarchical. PNNI uses
a crankback mechanism to search multiple paths sequentially. When the selected path
does not meet the requirement, the routing process is cranked back and resumes with an
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alternative path. While this works fine, it has a longer routing time.
Selective Flooding easily lends itself to Hierarchical Routing thus making it scalable.
In this case the source will compute and store multiple hierarchical routes to the desti-
nation. Each such route would consist of physical and logical (aggregated) nodes. Thus
while PNNI checks multiple routes from the source to the destination in a serial manner,
Hierarchical Selective Flooding does the same in parallel. Hierarchical Selective Flood-
ing is explained in the next chapter.
In this chapter, we have analysed different routing strategies and compared them in
brief to Selective Flooding. In the next chapter we describe in detail the Selective Flood-




Source routing stores two important pieces of information at every source. One, the
network topology (nodes and presence of links between them). Two, the latest link-
state information about the whole network. The topology is relatively static and does not
cost much in terms of network overhead. Transmitting link-state information however
is expensive, needing to be done at regular intervals thus consuming non-trivial amounts
of bandwidth across the network and using up considerable computing resources at each
router. The more frequent these link-state updates, the more these resources are used. On
the other hand, the call-blocking rate increases as we use more stale link-state information.
Thus, with Source Routing, we have a tradeoff between network usage (efficiency) and
call-blocking rate. Selective Flooding proposes to store the network topology but not the
link-state information across the network and obtain a low call blocking rate by doing on
demand selective path exploration for each call.
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3.1 Approach
The basic idea of Selective Flooding is to check multiple routes from a source to a des-
tination in parallel. Each source on the network is assumed to have a static image of the
entire network. This image needs to consist only of the set of nodes and edges which
make the whole topology. No link-state information is necessary. As mentioned before,
such topology information is fairly static and does not need to be updated on a regular
basis. Using this network topology, every source computes all possible paths to every
destination. These routes are then stored in an easily retrievable routing table.
When a QoS request is received from an application at a higher level, control packets
(messages) (either ICMP or TCP packets) are flooded across all possible routes to the
destination as listed in the precomputed routing table. Along each route traversed, at
each router, the control message collects QoS information such as cumulative delay or
the available bandwidth on the outgoing link. When all the control messages arrive at the
destination, the best path that satisfies the initial QoS constraints can be computed and
resources along this path can be reserved.
The QoS information collected at each intermediate node depends on the parameters
on which the QoS application places requests. For delay-sensitive applications this could
be the cumulative delay along the route. For rate-sensitive applications the QoS infor-
mation could be the available bandwidth on each link along the route. In both cases this
information will give us a list of feasible paths from the source to the destination for the
particular QoS request. We can then compute the best path from among these feasible
paths. As in [8] the control messages proceed only when the nodes and the links on the
path have sufficient resources. Thus every control message arriving at the destination
detects a feasible routing path.
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Figure 3.1: QoS Routing Illustration (a)-Topology (b)-Source Routing (c)-Selective
Flooding. The letters are nodes. The numbers indicate sequential steps. The X’s indi-
cate routing failures.
To better illustrate Selective Flooding consider the sample topology in Figure 3.1(a).
At initialization each source computes all the possible paths from the source to the desti-
nation. When an application at A makes a QoS request for a path to E, A retrieves from
its precomputed table a list of possible routes to E. It then sends in parallel control pack-
ets along all the routes to E (Figure 3.1(c)). These packets continue along the path only
if the path has the requested resources. Thus unlike in Source Routing (Figure 3.1(b)),
even if there is a single feasible path Selective Flooding finds the path. The time taken to
make this routing decision is a constant and corresponds to the length of the longest path
probed.
The best path means the path among all feasible paths which maximizes call admit-
tance into the network and improves the network performance. Different metrics can be
used to define the best path depending on the kind of QoS constraints and the resource
whose utilization needs to be optimized. We could choose either the shortest feasible path
in terms of number of hops or choose the path which maximises the residual bandwidth
as the best path. Using the shortest feasible path as the best path reduces the client wait-
ing time. Further, it is possible to mark certain links as “avoid” or “preferred” based on
current link-usage thus performing load-balance across the network. The best path can be
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determined either at the destination itself or all the information can be passed back to the
source and the decision can be made at the source.
3.2 Analysis
Most of the proposed QoS routing algorithms require extensive and current knowledge
of the entire network in terms of link-state information to compute feasible QoS paths.
Selective Flooding eliminates the need for all this information. Only knowledge of the
topology (which is relatively static) is required. This has enormous potential to reduce
the computation at the router and also reduce the call-blocking rate. The link-state infor-
mation that is used to compute the best path in this case is stale by one Round Trip Time
(RTT) and the computation time of the algorithm, typically far better than any source
routing mechanism. Since Selective Flooding uses the latest link-state information, it is
expected that it will have a Call-blocking rate close to the best achievable for the given
topology under the given traffic. This is much better than typical Source Routing which
uses stale link-state information and consequently has a high Call-blocking rate.
There is a network cost involved with every call. The network overhead in Selective
Flooding is per-call whearas in Source Routing it is per link-state update period. For every
call, Selective Flooding needs to send probe packets into the network along the precom-
puted paths. This cost is proportional to the average length of the path and the number
of paths we probe for each call. In the case of Source Routing link-state update packets
are transmitted throughout the network every time the global state is updated. The overall
number of packets sent due to routing is more in the case of Selective Flooding. However
we also need to consider the computation cost at each router when a routing packet ar-
rive. In Source Routing for every link-state update packet each router needs to update its
image of the network and recalculate its routing table. This consumes a lot of computa-
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tion power at the router. During Selective Flooding, whenever a control message (probe
packet) arrives, all that the router needs to do is to load the necessary QoS information
onto the packet and send it to its next hop. Thus even though Selective Flooding sends
more routing packets into the network, it saves a lot of precious computation time at the
routers.
Selective Flooding requires that each source be able to store multiple paths to every
destination. The storage space required for doing this is proportional to the number of
nodes in the network and the overall network connectivity. There is a start-up computation
cost when the source has to actually compute all the routes to every possible destination.
But this is static and done only once at boot time.
In Chapter5 we present results from our experimental evaluation of Selective Flood-
ing.
3.3 Extensions
Several heuristics can be applied to further speed up the path selection process and to
reduce network resource utilization.
While theoretically we could store all possible paths from every source to every des-
tination, it is obvious that this is not required. As mentioned before the network cost in-
curred doing Selective Flooding is proportional to the number of paths we probe. Based
on the network topology we could compute (through experiments) MAX-PATHS as the
maximum number of paths we need to store from a source to every destination. MAX-
PATHS thus represents the threshold beyond which storing additional paths will not give
us added benefit in terms of further reducing call-blocking rate. As we will show later,
this MAX-PATHS is typically a small number thus significantly reducing the network
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overhead. An upper limit can be set on the hop count of all the paths stored initially,
reducing the number of control messages. Based on past link-utilization patterns, we can
restrict flooding to only those routes that have a high probability of satisfying the QoS.
The concept of Selective Flooding easily lends itself to hierarchical routing. In this
case, at the source, routes are computed and stored in a hierarchical manner. Using a
hierarchical format for routing reduces the storage space at every source and also helps
increase the efficiency of the algorithm by easily lending itself to the concept of flooding.
In this case, control messages are sent across multiple hierarchical routes. Each logical
node, by its very nature, can be assumed to know the best path within itself. It is also
reasonable to expect that each private network (logical node on any hierarchical route)
knows the best path within it, thus further reducing the number of paths checked. In all,
Hierarchical Selective Flooding (HSF) can result in substantial gains in terms of reduced
network utilization and faster route computation. In this context ATMs crank-back PNNI
routing technique [12] can be visualized as a serialized version of Hierarchical Selective
Flooding.





As mentioned in Chapter 1, the performance of any QoS routing algorithm can be mea-
sured by two main performance parameters: call-blocking rate and network overhead.
Our primary goal in evaluating Selectve Flooding was to compare its performance to that
of source routing, the most common form of QoS routing [26]. We evaluated Selective
Flooding through simulation as using an analytical model would be too coarse given all
the possible parameters and an actual implementation is difficult for reasons of interoper-
ability.
4.1 Simulating QoS Routing
We have used routesim as the simulator to conduct our tests [24]. routesim is an open-
source, event driven simulator used to study QoS routing in large networks. It is written
in C and was developed by Anees Shaikh at the University of Michigan.
routesim allows precise control over network traffic characteristics, network topology,
routing algorithms and policies, and link-state update policy. routesim has a number






































Figure 4.1: Sample Configuration File for routesim
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simulator. Typically all these parameters are specified using a “configuration file”. A
sample configuration file is shown in Figure 4.1.
A major reason in choosing routesim for our simulations was its design and imple-
mentation. It had a fairly flexible architecture. The code for the most part was well
documented and clean, thus making it easy for us to introduce the changes necessary to
implement Selective Flooding. Another big advantage is that this simulator has been used
to compare other Source-Directed Quality of Service Routing techniques [26], [25], [23]
. Thus, we could borrow results from these experiments for ours, and also validate our
use of the simulator by comparing our results from the modified simulator to his original
results. routesim is available on Solaris, Irix64 and Linux platforms. We ran all our tests
on the Sun Solaris platform.
4.1.1 routesim Features
In the next few paragraphs we discuss some important parameters in routesim.
Topology: Any kind of topology can be defined for the simulations. These include
k-ary n-cube graphs (with dimensions and edges specified), fully connected graphs (with
number of nodes specified), random graph or even user defined. For a user defined topol-
ogy the “rstopology.dat” file is used to describe an arbitrary network topology. Each line
in this file defines a unidirectional network link. For each such unidirectional link we can
specify the link capacity, propogation delay and the maximum number of calls it can sup-
port. Additionally we can also provide an arbitrary administrative weight for each link.
The first line in the file contains the number of nodes in the network. The format of a
topology file is as follows:
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num nodes




In our experiments, we assumed that all links had equal capacities and propogation
delays. We used 3 different topologies for our simulations.
  Sparse 19-node MCI backbone (average degree - 3.4)
  50-node Random Topology (average degree - 7.0)
  75-node Random Topology (average degree - 5.8)
Traffic Generation: Various types of traffic patterns can be generated using routesim.
These include Uniform distribution, Poisson distribution and Weibull distribution. We can
also specify a mean bandwidth around which call requests are made. The “rstraffic.dat”
file in routesim is used to define a routesim traffic matrix. This traffic matrix specifies
the arrival rate between each source-destination pair. It also allows different values for
different times of the day. Network traffic distribution is typically modelled using a Pois-
son distribution [16]. For all our experiments, we assumed an uniform traffic pattern with
Poisson flow interarrival distribution.
Routing Algorithm and Policy: Various QoS routing policies have been imple-
mented on the simulator. These include 2 link-state routing protocols, one using Dijk-
stra’a algorithm and the other Bellman-Ford. Both the algorithms provide almost same
performance. The routing policy can also be set to “precompute” to simulate QoS rout-
ing using pre-computation [25]. In our experients we used the Bellman-Ford algorithm
as a representative source routing algorithm and compared the performance of Selective
Flooding to the same.
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Link-state Update Policy: We can specify the cost of each link and the number of
discrete cost levels. We can specify the minimum interval between link-state updates and
the link state update trigger threshold. Further we have the option to monitor and log the
link state of various links over time. We ran tests to see how source routing performed as
we varied the link-state update periods.
Statistics: On completion of the simulation routesim provides numerous useful statis-
tics about the simulation. These include the number of routing and signalling failures, the
call-blocking rate and various route computation and link update statistics. The main
metric of interest for us was the call-blocking rate for various routing algorithms. For
link-state protocols, we were also interested in the actual number of link-updates for var-
ious update periods.
4.1.2 Constraints to routesim
routesim has a restrictive event model. It has only 3 events STARTCALL, ENDCALL
and PRECOMP. The STARTCALL event is responsible for routing, extracting a feasible
path and signalling. While this is adequate for simulating some aspects of source-routing,
it fell short in a number of ways. There was no notion of network bandwidth cost in-
curred from signalling. The bandwidth cost of link-state updates in source routing was
not considered, nor was the route computation cost at the source. Also, it was not possible
for us to measure accurately the costs incurred by our technique in terms of routing time.
The topology model could not be viewed in a hierarchical manner. Hence we did not
implement the heuristic of Hierarchical Selective Flooding (Section 3.3).
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4.2 Implementing Selective Flooding on routesim
Implementing Selective Flooding had 3 major parts. First, to implement a function which
would, given any topology, return multiple paths from any source to destination. Ths
second was to implement the actual Selective Flooding algorithm. Finally we had to
integrate these parts within routesim and add additional cost metrics. We describe each
one of these in detail. We also present Validation and Verification results for each step.
4.2.1 Finding Multiple Paths
As a first step we need to find and store for each source multiple paths to every destination.
Various algorithms can be used to compute multiple paths from a source to a destination.
The technique which we have used was developed by David Eppstein [11]. This method
finds multiple short paths connecting two vertices in a graph (allowing repeated vertices
and edges in the paths) in constant time per path after a preprocessing stage dominated
by a single-source shortest path computation. We started off by borrowing from a sample
implementation of the technique provided by Graehl [13]. We then made changes to it
to read the topology as specified for routesim and to remove cycles in paths. For a graph
with V vertices and E edges using this method the “k” shortest paths can be computed in
O(E*log V + L*k*log k) time where L is the path length.
We tested the program by using a few sample topologies and confirmed that it indeed
gave the right paths and also in order of increasing length (in terms of number of hops).
For example the table in Fig. 4.2 lists the routes returned by our program, which Node 0
in the topology would store in its memory.
routesim is built in such a way that at initialization all the calls (connection requests)
for the entire duration are created according to a specified distribution. We added an
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0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4
0-1 0-2 0-4-3 0-4
0-2-1 0-1-2 0-2-3 0-1-4
0-4-1 0-4-3-2 0-1-4-3 0-2-3-4
0-2-3-4-1 0-4-1-2 0-1-2-3 0-2-1-4
0-4-3-2-1 0-1-4-3-2 0-2-1-4-3 0-1-2-3-4
0-4-1-2-3
Figure 4.2: Sample test for multiple paths algorithm. Table shows the routes stored at
Source 0 for various destinations as calculated by our program
additional field in the call structure to store the multiple possible routes from the source to
the destination of the call. Each call would then at startup make a function call to compute
“k” paths from the source to the destination of the call. This is assumed to be equivalent to
a lookup in a table at the source which would typically store these paths. As a note, since
each call now stores multiple paths, the simulation program during execution consumes a
lot of memory. However this excess memory usage does not affect the simulation results.
If k was the average number of paths stored for a source-destination pair, l the average
length of a path and n the total number of calls simulated in the experiment, then the
excess memory used to store multiple paths would be roughly around n*k*l*sizeof(int)
bytes. Both k and l are detemined by the size and connectivity of the topology being
considered.
4.2.2 The Selective Flooding Algorithm
Source-directed routing algorithms compute QoS routes at the source itself by having a
picture of the whole network with all its nodes and links within each node. The link-state
information on these links needs to be updated regularly at each node. Selective Flooding,
on the other hand, does not need any link state information. At run time it retrieves the
various possible paths from the source to the destination and checks all of them in parallel.
When a call is initialized it has stored in its structure multiple (henceforth referred to
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for each path from source to destination {
feasible = true;
for each link on the path {















Figure 4.3: Pseudocode for the Selective Flooding algorithm.
as “k”) possible routes from the source to the destination. Each call has access to an up-
dated picture of the whole network. The way we simulated the actual Selective Flooding
algorithm was by checking all the possible routes in a serial fashion but incrementing the
time as would be taken in checking the longest route. Within the call, for each path check
whether all the links in the path have the necessary bandwidth for the call, i.e, whether
this is a feasible path. We check the paths in increasing length (in terms of number of
hops). Based on previous work [25], we used the hop-count as a metric for the best path.
It should be noted that this metric is a paramter for the Selective Flooding algorithm and
can be changed. This means that we could use any metric to define the best path. Thus,
in our experiments Selective Flooding will select the shortest feasible path. Once we find
this path we load it in a field which holds the entire route before signalling. This part
is built into routesim and is common for all the routing algorithms. Pseudocode for the
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Selective Flooding algorithm is presented in Figure 4.3.
If there is any feasible path from the source to the destination, Selective Flooding
finds the path. Hence, we hypothesize it has a call-blocking rate lower than that of source
routing. Further, any path it selects to signal is definitely a feasible path. Thus, we have
no signalling failures when using Selective Flooding. In contrast, there can be signalling
failures in source-routing algorithms, as it is possible that the link-state using which the
path was selected may be stale.
Path Status
0-4 Fails on link 0-4
0-1-4 Fails on link 1-4
0-2-3-4 Feasible Path
0-2-1-4 Fails on link 1-4
0-1-2-3-4 Feasible Path
Figure 4.4: Sample test of Selective Flooding algorithm Implementation
We tested our implementation of the algorithm to check that it worked correctly. An
example of our tests is shown in Fig. 4.4. Here the weights on the links indicate the
current available bandwidth on the respective links. We asked the algorithm to find a
QoS path from node 0 to node 4 with a minimum bandwidth requirement of 10Mb. As
expected, the algorithm found 2 feasible paths and returned the shortest among them. In
this case the algorithm returned 0-2-3-4 as the best path and reserved resources along the
same.
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4.2.3 Changes to routesim
Selective Flooding is basically a routing algorithm which is used to find the path along
which resources should be reserved for a connection. routesim has within it implemented
a couple of other routing algorithms, namely, shortest-path tree (Dijkstra) and wide-short
algorithm (Bellman-Ford). Whenever the routing algorithm is needed, a switch statement
is used to perform the appropriate action depending on which routing algorithm is being
simulated. So we had to insert the code for Selective Flooding in the appropriate places.
Also an added feature was that the signalling (or reserving of resources) was done inde-
pendently of the routing algorithm. Since the routing algorithm is used to detemine the
route which should be used for signalling, the rest of the simulation is the same irrespec-
tive of which algorithm is being used for routing. So, our main focus was to implement
the Selective Flooding algorithm.
We modified the existing statistics counters to behave appropriately for Selective
Flooding. We also added code to measure the number of packets sent into the network by
both Source Routing and Selective Flooding.
After these changes were implemented, we ran tests with the other routing algorithms
using both the new version and the original version of routesim. This was to make sure
that we had not changed the original behaviour of the system. While system resources
external to the simulation, consumed for the simulation were different in both cases (as
was expected) the simulation results were the same.
For example, we tried to recreate one of the results from a previously published paper
[26] which used routesim. Figure 4.5a shows for a 100 node random topology, the effect
of the link-state update frequency on the call-blocking rate of source routing. Figure 4.5b
















link-state update period (unit times)
Source Routing - Random topology (100 nodes)
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Figure 4.5: Call-blocking vs link-state update period - Random topology (100 nodes)
(a)-Test run (b)-Previously published [26]
were able to reproduce the exact same results after we had implemented the changes to
routesim thus confirming that we had not broken the simulator.





This chapter discusses some of the results obtained and inferences drawn from our simu-
lations.
Our main focus was to compare the performance of Selective Flooding with that of
Source QoS Routing. As discussed in Chapter 1, various metrics can be used to compare
the performance of different routing algorithms. The important ones we could use are: 1)
Call-blocking rate - The percentage of calls blocked; 2) Network Overhead - This would
involve two sets of costs a) the bandwidth consumption due to routing b) the amount of
router computation power spent for routing; 3) Call setup time; 4) Router storage space
and; 5) Computation at the source. We present simulation performance results for (1) and
(2a). For the rest analytical results are presented.
5.1 Settings
We used 3 main sets of topologies for our simulations. As, is common with backbone
networks [29] we consider topologies with relatively high connectivity that support a
dense traffic matrix and are resilient to link failures. Table 5.1 lists the topologies we used.
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Topology Nodes Links Deg. Diam. ¯h
MCI backbone 19 64 3.37 4 2.34
Random graph 50 350 7.0 4 2.19
Random graph 75 442 5.9 5 2.60
Table 5.1: Topologies used for Simulations.
The random graphs were generated using Waxman’s model [27]. The ¯h represents the
mean distance (in number of hops) between nodes, averaged across all source-destination
pairs. Each node in the topology represents a core switch which handles traffic for one or
more sources and also carries transit traffic to and from other switches or routers. We do
not model switch or link failures, assuming that the topology remains fixed throughout
each simulation experiment. Among the 3 topologies is a representative core topology
(MCI backbone) which has appeared in other routing studies [26, 18, 19].
As is typical in actual networks and other simulations [22], we assumed a uniform
traffic matrix specification with Poisson flow inter-arrival distribution. The flow durations
were heavy-tailed, meaning there were lots of calls with small durations and a few calls
with long durations. Call bandwidths had a mean of 6% of link capacity with a spread of
200% resulting in b  U(0.0,0.12]. The connection arrival rate was fixed at λ = 1 and the
offered load at ρ = 0.75.
routesim has in it implemented two different source routing algorithms: Djikstra’s and
Bellman-Ford. Either algorithm produces the same results in terms of call blocking rate
and other performance metrics for any network configuration. We compared Selective
Flooding with the Bellman-Ford version of source routing. For the source routing algo-
rithm we varied the update periods from almost continuous updates to very long periods.
In the following sections we describe the results from our tests.
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5.2 Call-Blocking
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 compare the call-blocking rate for Selective Flooding and source
routing for different topologies. The call-blocking rate for source routing increases as we
increase the link-state update period. However, for Selective Flooding this value remains
constant and less than the best possible by source-routing. This is because Selective
Flooding does not need any link-state updates. It checks all possible paths and always uses
the most current link-state information. Therefore if under the current link conditions,
there exists a feasible path from the source to the destination it will find the path. Source
routing on the other hand depends on stale link-state information in making its routing
decisions and hence could be wrong at times.
It should be noted that Source Routing and Selective Flooding can have different
resource availability distributions for the same traffic. Since Selective Flooding accepts
more calls, its network state would be different from the network state at the same instance
when using source routing. This means that the same call could possibly be routed along
different paths by the 2 algorithms. Also the calls rejected by Source Routing could be
different from the calls rejected by Selective Flooding.
Figure 5.4 summarizes the results across all the topologies we tested. In all cases
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Figure 5.4: Call-blocking vs link-state update period - All Topologies
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5.3 Network Overhead
routesim within itself did not have any support to measure the network overhead of any
routing algorithm. Its main metric was the call-blocking rate. We added an additional
metric to measure the network cost incurred by both source routing and Selective Flood-
ing. This measured the number of nodes visited per call in either technique during routing.
This actually represents the number of packets sent into the network due to routing. This
cost is not the same in Source Routing and Selective Flooding. In the case of Source Rout-
ing it measures the number of link-state update packets, whereas in Selective Flooding it
measures the number of probe packets (control messages) sent into the network.
Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the network overhead in terms of number of packets
required per call for routing over different topologies. For source routing this cost de-
creases as the period between link-state updates increases. This cost remains constant for
Selective Flooding.
In the case of source routing, the cost being measured is the number of packets re-
quired by the network for link-state update. This cost is incurred once every update pe-
riod. The graphs average the total link-state update cost over all the calls to get a per-call
cost. Thus, as the period between link-state updates increases, this cost falls. However,
as discussed in the previous section the call-blocking rate goes up as the period between
link-state updates increases.
For Selective Flooding, we measure the number of control messages (probe packets
required) to route every call. Since this cost is incurred on a per-call basis we have a
straight line for Selective Flooding in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The cost per call incurred
by Selective Flooding depends on a number of factors including, the network topology, its
connectivity, the traffic distribution and also the number of paths being probed for every
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call. The more connected the graph is the shorter the length of the paths being probed,
thus reducing the cost per call. As discussed in Section 3.3, we need not necessarily check
all the paths from the source to the destination. The fewer the number of paths we check
the lower the network cost incurred. If “k” is the number of paths being checked per call
and “l” the average length of the path then the number of control packets required to route
a call are k*l.
Figure 5.8 shows the call blocking rate for Selective Flooding and source routing for
different topologies when they have the same network cost. As can be seen, Selective
Flooding has a lower call blocking rate than source routing even when they have the same
network cost.
It is also important to note that the bandwidth cost incurred by a routing algorithm
matters only when it is high enough to actually add to congestion on the network and
be responsible for increasing the call-blocking rate. This is typically never the case in a
core network, as the bandwidth used by routing is very very small compared to the total
bandwidth on the links [29]. The computation cost at the router is the more important and
less scalable part of the network overhead.
In the case of source routing every packet received at a router typically contains the
latest link-state information about a certain link on the network. Based on this information
the router needs to update its picture of the network. It then needs to recompute the
shortest path to all the nodes and update its routing tables. Finally, it needs to route the
update packet to other neighboring nodes. All these steps are computation intensive and
consume precious computing power at the router, leading to increased queue lengths at
routers, packet drops and increased delay in delivery of data packets to the destination.
Higher the link-state update frequency more the number of link-state update packets and
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more the overhead incurred at the router. Also this presents a scalability problem for
bigger networks.
On the other hand when a router receives a control packet during Selective Flooding
all it has to do is enter the necessary QoS information about the particular link into the
packet and route it back to its next hop. This can be done at almost line speed. Thus,
Selective Flooding saves a lot of computing time on the routers as compared to source
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Figure 5.8: Call blocking rate for different topologies at the same network cost
5.4 Value of k
As mentioned before, for Selective Flooding, it is not necessary to store and check all
paths from a soure to a destination. Based on network topology and traffic distribution
we could store a limited number of paths for each source-destination pair. The number
of paths stored (“k”) determines the call-blocking rate. Ideally we would like to have “k”
as infinity. i.e check all possible paths from any source to any destination, but then this
has the highest network bandwidth cost. However, having an inappropriately small value
for “k” increases the call-blocking rate substantially, since we now try to reserve all calls
from a source to destination along a limited number of routes. Once links on these routes
get full, Selective Flooding reports a routing failure. Source-Routing in this case could
possibly find a route from those not stored by selective flooding and thus perform better.
Figure 5.9 shows the effect of the value of “k” on the call-blocking rate for different
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Figure 5.9: Effect of Number of paths probed (k) on call blocking rate across topologies
paths being probed in parallel, until we obtain a call-blocking rate equal to the best pos-
sible for the given topology and traffic distribution. Ideally we could set MAX-PATHS
to the value at the end of the knee on each curve. For all three topologies studied, this
value falls between 3 and 5. This means that we need to check only the first 3 best paths
in parallel to get a call-blocking rate better than that of source routing. The total network
overhead is thus drastically reduced as compared to probing all possible paths. Figure
5.10 shows for the MCI topology the effect on the call blocking rate and the network
overhead as we vary the value of k. Figure 5.11 compares for the 50 node random topol-
ogy the call blocking rate of source routing and Selective Flooding at the same network
cost as we vary the value of “k”. As can be seen even at a value of k=3 we get a better call
blocking rate for Selective Flooding than for source routing at the same network cost.
The value of MAX-PATHS can be determined apriori for any topology and traffic
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Figure 5.10: Effect of Number of paths probed (k) on Call-blocking and Network cost-
MCI topology
values of k at different sources for better performance.
5.5 Other Costs
This section presents an analyses of Selective Flooding in terms of the Call setup time,
computation at the source and the storage space required at the source.
Call setup time is the time the application has to wait between making a QoS request
and actually starting data transmission. For source routing, this time includes the time to
parse the graph and compute the best path plus the time to probe and reserve resources
along this path. In addition, if the path calculated is not feasible (due to possibly stale link-
state information), source routing could either trigger a network wide link-state update or
try to reserve along the second best path. In either the case the setup time increases. On


















Figure 5.11: Call blocking at the same Network cost for different values of k - Random
Topology (50 node)
longest path from the source to the destination. The setup time would be further less if
we use the heuristic of selecting the first feasible path (successful probe) identified. This
time would typically depend upon the number of paths being probed, the connectivity and
diameter of the network.
In source routing, every time a QOS request is made, the source needs to parse the
latest link-state information it has and compute a feasible path to the destination. Selective
Flooding does not do this computation, thus saving run-time computing power at every
source. Instead Selective Flooding computes once at boot time all possible routes to the
destination. Thus, when a QoS request is made, all that the source needs to do is retrieve
all stored paths to the destination and send probes along them. Selective Flooding needs
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to recompute the paths stored only when there is a change in the topology.
In a QoS network, each source needs to store information about the topology. In the
case of source routing, the source needs storage space for the topology image (nodes and
links) and the current link-state information on all the links. In Selective Flooding we do
not need to store the link-state information. However we need additional storage space
for storing the multiple paths to every destination. Further to reduce the call setup time,
we want this information to be easily retrievable at run-time.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of bandwidth on the Call blocking rate (Source Routing)- MCI
We studied the effect of varying the call bandwidth on the performance of Selective
Flooding. For these experiments we ran 3 sets of tests for the MCI topology. We varied the
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Figure 5.13: Effect of bandwidth on the value of k (Selective Flooding) - MCI
on the call blocking rate of source routing. The high-bandwidth connections have a higher
call blocking rate. This is due to their higher resource requirements. The call blocking
rate however does not appear to grow more steeply as a function of the update period.
Instead, the 3 sets of curves remain almost equidistant across the range of update periods.
In all three cases Selective Flooding had a call blocking rate lower than the best possible
by source routing. Further, for all 3 cases the knee of the curve in Fig 5.13 remains around
the same area. This suggests that changes in bandwidth requirements of applications does
not affect the performance of Selective Flooding.
In this chapter we have reported results from our experimental evaluation of Selec-
tive Flooding and compared its performance to source routing. We conclude in the next




In Chapter 5 we presented results from our tests on Selective Flooding and source routing.
In this chapter we summarize these results and identify future work that needs to be done
in this subject.
6.1 Summary
Traditional source QoS routing has a high call blocking rate due to stale link-state in-
formation. Continuously updating the link-state information on the other hand increases
the network overhead exponentially. We have proposed a new QoS routing algorithm,
Selective Flooding, which avoids these problems and always has the best possible call
blocking rate. In Selective Flooding, every source computes and stores multiple paths to
every destination at boot time. No link-state information is used to compute these paths.
When a QoS request is made, the source probes these precomputed multiple paths in par-
allel to find the existence of a feasible path which satisfies the application QoS request.
Resources are then reserved along this path. We evaluated Selective Flooding by simu-
lating it on a popular QoS network simulator. The source code for the same will soon be
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made publicly available.
Selective Flooding does not require any network wide link-state information updates.
Unlike source routing, Selective Flooding does not make its routing decisions based on
imprecise state information. Selective Flooding has a consistently lower call-blocking
rate over Source Routing over various topologies. While Selective Flooding may require
more network bandwidth for routing, it needs much less run-time computing to be done
at the routers as compared to source routing. Selective Flooding may also provide savings
in call setup time and computation costs at the source node.
For all the tested topologies the actual number of paths needed to be stored in Selective
Flooding for every source-destination pair is often much less than the maximum. This
further reduces the network overhead while providing the same call blocking rate. The
performance of Selective Flooding does not seem to be affected by the average bandwidth
requested by applications. Based on tests on 3 topologies Selective Flooding seems to
scale well with the network size.
Overall, the contributions of this thesis include the design of a new QoS routing algo-
rithm, Selective Flooding, extensive evaluation of Selective Flooding under a variety of
network conditions and a working simulation model for future research
6.2 Future Work
While we tested the feasibility of Selective Flooding, further tests need to be carried out
before it can be actually implemented. We compared Selective Flooding with source
routing as it is the most common form of QoS routing. The performance of Selective
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Floooding needs to be compared with other proposed QoS routing techniques.
routesim, the simulator we used to test source routing is limited in its ability to mea-
sure run-time computation costs at routers. This is a short-coming with most network
simulators. We require a way by which we can model these run-time computation costs
at routers for various routing algorithms.
Selective Flooding does not require all the paths from the source to the destination for
a reduced call blocking rate. Extensive tests are required to be able to model and predict
“k” as a funtion based on topology size, connectivity and traffic pattern.
Hierarchical Selective Flooding (HSF) promises to reduce the network overhead even
further as compared to Selective Flooding (Section 3.3). Future work would include
implementing HSF and comparing it to other hierarchical algorithms.
Another possible extension to Selective Flooding would be to combine it wth source
routing to account for network volatility. Here we could have occasional link-state up-
dates, to detect network topology changes such as link or router failures. Based on this
new topology picture we could recompute the multiple paths to every destination and
then use regular Selective Flooding. It is also possible to have an adaptive algorithm
which based on the degree of traffic volatility and topology volatility uses either source
routing or Selective Floooding. For example, we could now use source routing when
the traffic volatility is low and topology volatility is high and Selective Flooding when
topology volatility is low and the traffic volatility is high.
QoS routing is yet at an incipient stage. Lots of further work needs to be done in
this area on various fronts before we can have the infrastructure in place. This includes
areas like [7] routing with imprecise state information, efficient heuristics to implement
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distributed and hierarchical routing algorithms, co-existing with best-effort traffic, QoS
negotiation, integrating QoS routing with other network components and testing QoS
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